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Gov Using Frequency to BLOCK THE SUN! 2024 ARCTIC FREEZE was
MAN-MADE! Undeniable PROOF

Are chemtrails becoming a thing of the past? Have they
found a better way to steal the sun? I say “YES!”…

by Agent131711, Agent131711’s Substack
April 3, 2024

 

They tell us these are normal clouds that have been around
forever and we are just too stupid to remember them:
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Yeeeah, ok…





 

It’s utterly idiotic. For those of us who have old school
photo albums, you know, the kind with actual photographs and
polaroid’s in a binder, these clouds are nowhere to be seen.



 

There is no photo of grandpa on his wedding day in 1940 with
this in the background:



 

There’s no giant d*ck in the sky pics:



 

What causes clouds to make shapes and patterns is blasting
them with frequency:





 

“Agent,  how  do  you  know  the  clouds  are  changing  from
frequency?”, you ask. To which I reply, “Great question! The
answer is, because we see the exact same thing when water is
blasted  with  frequency”.  Here’s  a  little  1-minute  video.
There’s  thousands  of  these  videos  on  the  internet,  but  I

https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=c796b4c45112019f&rlz=1C1KDEC_enUS930US933&sxsrf=ACQVn08OXwRCokcf48uCmPXwNKvWMjDE4A:1709231450305&q=water+frequency&tbm=vid&source=lnms&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=2ahUKEwjop7yrl9GEAxXOC3kGHT8DAZEQ0pQJegQICRAB&biw=1396&bih=663&dpr=1.38


picked the shortest one: (1 minute 13 second video)

 

Throughout the video we see the water forming the identical
shapes as the clouds:

 

closeup for people reading this on their cell phone:



 



 

closeup:



 

Unless you have a severe learning disability or are a shill,
working for the government (redundant wording?), it’s not hard
to tell that this:

 

Is the exact same f*cking thing as this:



 

Read the full article here, including additional videos and
images: Where are the frequencies coming from? How and why are
they covering the sun?
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Cover images credit: Sharon James

 

See related photos by Sharon James. All were taken in Iowa
farm country.
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